Chapter 2
ADD-Friendly Strategies That
Work with Your ADD

If you’re like many adults with ADD, you put “getting organized” on your list of odious
and impossible tasks—like a starvation weight-loss regime, or a predawn daily exercise
plan—something requiring impossible iron will and perseverance. There may be a person
in your life who seems to embody all the organizing virtues—“early to bed, early to rise,”
combined with “a place for everything and everything in its place.” Modeling your behavior
after someone who is very controlled, perhaps over-controlled, can rarely work if you’re an
adult with ADD. Those few adults with ADD that are super-organized, who probably also
have some degree of obsessive compulsive traits, typically consume every waking moment in
their organizing efforts. Most adults with ADD should not set their sights on being perfectly
organized, but rather on reaching a level of organization that helps them function with more
productivity and less stress as they go through each day.

Work with Your ADD to Get Organized
“Shoulds” and “oughts” rarely motivate adults with ADD in the long run. To stay motivated, you need something that will focus your attention, engage your interest, and stimulate
you.
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Getting Started

Our goal in this book is to teach you how to work with your ADD to take charge of your
life. Following are some techniques to get “hooked” on ADD-friendly organizing.

Make It Fun
Think it’s impossible to have fun while decluttering? Think again! Get the whole family
involved. Competition often makes things more interesting. For example, give everyone a
“five-minute challenge.” Set a timer for five minutes. The game is for each player to enter his
or her bedroom and spend five minutes stuffing items into a bag to throw away or give away.
The person who gathers the most appropriate items in a five-minute period wins the
round. We insert the word “appropriate” because some children may become carried away
and indiscriminately stuff items into the bag, including perfectly good items of clothing,
game parts, or school supplies.
Five minutes is painless, and this can be a daily event until rooms are cleared out—with
a special dessert or other small prize going to each day’s winner.

Catch the Mood
Adults with ADD can catch a mood and ride it as effortlessly as some surfers catch a wave.
Working with your mood often works better for adults with ADD than trying to schedule
a task. Being in the mood to organize may catch you by surprise. You may be looking in
the back of the closet for your snow boots, and, before you know it, you’re madly tossing
galoshes, mismatched gloves, and old winter jackets out into the hallway.
Impulses can lead either to chaos or decluttering depending upon how you handle them.
Chaos ensues if you leave the mess in the hallway, only to later toss it all back, pell-mell, into
the closet. But significant decluttering can take place if you organize yourself just a bit—long
enough to grab a throw-away and a give-away bag, toss the items inside one or the other,
and haul the bags to the garage or other storage space awaiting trash day or pick-up days
scheduled by your local charity.

Organize for Reasons That Matter to You
Don’t try to adopt someone else’s organizing values. If being “tidy” or “organized” has
negative connotations for you (tedious, boring, uptight, perfectionist), motivate yourself by
organizing according to your own values.
For example, if you value social service, put together coordinated outfits from clothing
that you want to discard, then donate these complete outfits to a local homeless shelter or
shelter for victims of domestic abuse. Your castoffs can be transformed into job-interview
outfits for women with limited income. With this goal in mind, you’re not engaged in tedious
tidying—you’re making a positive difference in the life of someone less fortunate.
If you value creativity, imagine an art project—a collage, a quilt, a sculpture, or a braided
rug. Then, just as some artists collect objects at the local dump, or collect discarded clothing
at a thrift store for their art projects, go around the house with a collection bag looking for
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items for future art projects. You’ve had fun collecting materials and have decluttered your
environment at the same time.

To Get Organized, Get Energized!
Many adults with ADD can move from a couch potato state to one of high energy in
response to the right kind of stimulation. Think about what stimulates you best. For some
it’s physical movement. For others it’s companionship. Singing can make time melt while
you’re engaged in uninteresting chores. Lively music is often a good motivator. You may
need to create a beehive of activity to get motivated and stay motivated while you organize.

Divide the Dreadful into Micro-moments

Grab Unplanned Organizational Moments
Organizational moments are times when you take advantage of unplanned opportunities
to organize. An example is filing a paid bill and then, while you’re at it, flipping through
the file folder and throwing out any obsolete junk. Or it might be taking the opportunity to
empty out your glove compartment when you’re stopped at a traffic signal. Or cleaning out
your purse while you search for your nail file buried at the bottom.

Think like a Restaurant Server
Many restaurant servers have ADD tendencies and are attracted to the work because it
is active, social, and allows them to maintain their long-established night-owl tendencies.
Think like a restaurant server when you’re in your own environment. A busy restaurant
never allows the tables to remain cluttered. Dishes are quickly removed as soon as a menu
item is eaten. A server is constantly in the process of decluttering and reorganizing. Have
you ever watched a restaurant table cleared and reset? The table is wiped, a new tablecloth
put down, and salt, pepper, flower vase, whatever items that belong on the table are instantly
reorganized so that the table looks fresh for the next set of diners.
A server learns that creating clutter (by serving diners) and removing clutter (by taking
plates away) is one integrated process.
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If the activity is something you truly dread, divide the activity into micro-moments. For
example, if you detest filing or processing papers, set a low limit for each filing exercise.
Decide that each time you enter your office (at home or at work) you will process the first
ten paper items that you happen to pick up. Some you may immediately toss, others you
may need to file, still others require an action such as completing a form or writing a check.
If you’re lucky enough to grab ten papers that can be tossed, you’ll be done in seconds!
Rarely should you need to process papers for more than 10 or 15 minutes if you use this
rule. You’ll be amazed how quickly the paper chaos melts when you use this micro-moment
approach to drudgery.

Getting Started

When you think like a restaurant server at home, you get into the habit of tidying as you
go. Hang up the robe on the hook as you leave your bedroom. Scan each room for cups or
glasses as you pass from one room to the next, and automatically take them to the kitchen.
So often our clutter gets the best of us because we think of “straightening up” as a separate, distinct, and dreaded activity that we put off as long as possible instead of one that is
integrated into each moment of the day.

Be a Sprinter, Not a Long-Distance Runner
Remember the old story of the tortoise and the hare, whose moral is that “slow and steady
wins the race”? That story was obviously written by a tortoise! If you have ADD, you’ll
operate better as a hare, going as fast as you can to the finish line. The key is to make the
race short, so that you’ll be able to cross the finish line without stopping. For ADD-friendly
organizing, be a sprinter not a slow and steady walker.

In practical terms, being a sprinter means dividing up organizing projects into small pieces that
can be completed, from start to finish, in one dash. That way, you’re less likely to be interrupted,
to tire of the project, or to become distracted. Sprinting is stimulating, and keeps your interest
high. No matter how large the organizing project, it can be broken down into short sprints.

ADD Patterns and Disorganization
In the preceding paragraphs, we’ve described ways to work with your ADD to organize. It’s
equally important to recognize common ADD patterns that lead to disorganization. Then
you can learn strategies to counteract those patterns.

Heading “EAST”
People with ADD often head “EAST,” trying to do Everything At the Same Time (EAST).
They may begin multiple organizing projects with great enthusiasm—purchasing storage
boxes, shelving, and paint but months later the shelving hasn’t been taken out of the boxes
and the paint cans are still unopened. To change this self-defeating habit, remember:

In your enthusiasm, you overextend yourself in the beginning, and then complete few if any
of the projects that you started. Instead, it’s better to:
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Getting off Track
ADD brains tend to be reactive—that is, they react to whatever comes into their immediate
vicinity—making it harder for adults with ADD to stay on track with projects. “Sprinting to
the finish line” is one ADD-friendly approach to staying on track—by not giving yourself a
chance to dawdle and look at other things. Another ADD-friendly approach to staying on
track is to have a “body double” in the room. We’ll talk more about this in the next chapter, but basically a body double is someone who simply hangs out with you as you do your
organizing task—to make sure you stay on task. With the added support of another person
in the room, you’re less likely to start a diversionary tactic—such as reading a magazine
article that you come across in your organizing efforts.

Going into Micro-focus
Adults with ADD often tend to slip into micro-focus when they’re organizing—they get lost
in the details instead of focusing on the larger task. For example, if your task is to declutter
your family room, but you find yourself organizing photos in your photo album, you’ve
slipped into micro-focus, instead of keeping your focus on the “macro” task of clearing
the family room. Going into micro-focus is often tempting for adults with ADD because it
allows them to block out the “overwhelm” they feel when dealing with macro issues such
as a large, clutter-filled room. Levels of focus—from macro to micro—will be discussed in
detail later. A body double can help you avoid micro-focus, just as they can help you stay
on track.

Underestimating
One of the effects of ADD is often a poor sense of time. Typically, adults with ADD grossly
underestimate the amount of time a task will require. If you lose track of time, this can
negatively impact others in your life who may be expecting you to meet them, or to meet
another commitment.
To combat your poor time sense, instead of saying, “My goal is to clear out and organize
the family room,” set your goal in terms of time expenditure. For example, set a timer for
one hour (or six ten-minute intervals if you tend to slip into micro-focus) and stop working
at that point.
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If there’s no one else to provide structure or support for you, self-talk can help. For example, set the timer on your smartphone when you’re engaged in your organizing task. Reset
it repeatedly at ten-minute intervals. Each time it goes off, ask yourself, “Am I doing what
I’m supposed to be doing?” If so, congratulations! If not, reset the timer and get yourself
back on track.

Getting Started

Getting Stuck
Adults with ADD seem to both underdo it and overdo it, as paradoxical as this seems.
Underdoing occurs when we don’t stick to a task we’ve set for ourselves because we’re
drawn away by something more interesting. Overdoing can also cause significant problems,
and is related to a well-known ADD tendency to “get stuck” and resist moving on to the
next task of the day. Staying stuck on one task can lead to other organizing challenges—you
may be spending too much time on your current task at the expense of others. For example, spending hours on the computer designing a business card or brochure, while ignoring
the undone dishes and laundry. Setting a time limit rather than a task limit can help avoid
getting stuck.

Overcomplicating
Another ADD-related pattern that may interfere with organizing is to complicate a task.
For example, you might decide to install a time management program on your computer—a
potentially very useful approach to making better use of your time. However, if you’re like
many other adults with ADD, you might find that you’ve spent hours on your computer,
customizing calendars, color-coding time blocks, and programming reminders—time that
could have been better spent on another task. By making it overly complicated, you don’t
get down to the actual organizing.

Adding without Subtracting
Adults with ADD often add things to their life—objects, activities, commitments—without
doing the subtraction that’s necessary in order to make sure they stay within their time
budget, space budget, or financial budget. That’s how ADD lives become so jam-packed—
closets are packed with unworn clothing, bookshelves packed with unread books, schedules
packed with too many activities. All this addition increases the chronic stress in the lives of
many adults with ADD. Many adults repeatedly convince themselves that they’ll “find the
time” or “make the room” for their latest addition, despite all the evidence to the contrary.

If you struggle with too much addition and too little subtraction, you may need to set very
structured limits for yourself. To limit the addition of commitments, make a rule for yourself
that you will not add a new commitment until you either finish or eliminate a prior commitment. Similar rules can be helpful for reading material (no new books or magazines until I
read and/or give away unread books or magazines) or purchases (for every new article of
clothing, at least two rarely worn articles will be put in the give-away bag).
As you begin to explore this book, remember:
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Learning to organize in ADD-friendly ways is your key to success.
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If you want to get organized, you need to get focused, engaged, and
stimulated!
Make it fun!
Catch the mood.
Organize for reasons that matter to you.
Get energized to get organized!
Divide the “dreadful” into micro-moments.
Think like a restaurant server.
Sprint to the finish line!
EAST (everything at the same time) is least successful.
Learn to avoid:
overcomplicating;
underestimating;
getting off track;
getting stuck; and
going into micro-focus.

If you want to “add,” you must learn to “subtract.”
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